
INNOVATE. TRANSFORM. PIONEER.

ACCELERATE AND SCALE YOUR
AI & AUTOMATION INITIATIVES
The new era of technology is widening the gap between digital leaders and digital 
laggards. Our industry-leading AI and automation solutions are helping organizations 
realize operational excellence and tangible benefits in this radically evolving landscape. 



CLOSE THE GAP & 
COMPETE IN THE 
CHANGING MARKET

AI has come out of hibernation

We’ve found that effective AI operations
increase operating margins by 6%

Annually, that’s $600 million in extra cash
for a $10 billion revenue company

Done effectively, AI&A can also 
increase enterprise profitability by 38%

...and is estimated to deliver 
$14 trillion of gross added value
to corporations by 2035



START LEVERAGING DISRUPTIVE
TECHNOLOGY - EFFECTIVELY

COVID-19 has accelerated the implementation of AI 
initiatives. Firms are achieving more digitalization in six 
months than they might have realized in years prior to 
the pandemic. However, most companies are still using AI 
to increase efficiencies, rather than transform the way their 
business makes money.

Our AI and Automation team is helping organizations all over 
the world to harness disruptive technologies to accelerate 
their initiatives and create measurable business value. 
We work in partnership with your delivery units to lead 
strategic engagements, focused on delivering quick ROI and 
establishing ongoing value creation.

500%+
YEAR-ON-YEAR GROWTH 

WITHIN THE PRACTICE

A STRATEGIC TRANSFORMATION 
PARTNER WITH SCALE

AI is an end to end journey, and knowing your destination is critical 
to success. Executives need to ensure they are investing in a 
program that is simple enough to realize value immediately, yet 
mature enough to grow with the enterprise. At Infosys Consulting, 
we support businesses of all sizes in transforming ingenious ideas 
into operational reality and tangible benefits. Our talented team of 
experts are supported by Infosys’ delivery power, with access to 
5,000+ resources allowing us to implement at scale



OUR 10 CORE

AREAS OF 
EXPERTISE

Digital Shelf
Increasing digital conversion rates, 
powered by analytics 

Analytics for Business 
Management & Customer Data
Creating and visualizing business 
relevant insights

Data Engineering & 
Data Marketplace Shelf
Putting existing and dark data 
to work

Master Data Management 
Transformation & 
Data Governance
Cleansing, structuring and 
professionalizing data usage

AI&A Core
Minimizing time to value through 
deployment of AI&A CoE straight out 
of the box

Conversational AI &
Avatar AI
Leveraging machine learning to 
“humanize” Avatar interfaces

Disrupt SAP, 
enabled by AI&A
Targeting AI&A enablement in SAP 
powered organizations

Data Science & AI-Enabled 
Transformation
Identifying the questions that need to 
be asked by reviewing data

Disrupt Shared Services,
enabled by AI&A
Using existing expert library of use 
cases to transform shared services 

RPA - Intelligent Automation 
Delivering short term value through a 
standardized vendor agnostic approach



MATURITY ASSESSMENT
Establishing your AI & Automation ‘as-is’ state

Before a firm can put in place an effective playbook of how to become a visionary 
organization, it is necessary to determine the as-is state. At Infosys we have developed our 
AI Maturity Assessment to help businesses do just that.

Detailed Maturity Report
Assessment across multiple dimensions with detailed sub-categories 

Tailored Recommendations & Roadmap
Scores for the overall enterprise and individual dimensions

Industry Benchmark
Benchmarking against industry, regions,  and competitors across both 
qualitative and quantitative aspects

INFOSYS CONSULTING

PACKAGED OFFERINGS
We know that it can be challenging for businesses to support the investments 
needed to drive digital enablement during an unstable economic climate. That’s 
why we have a range of industrialized offerings, already proven in the market, 
to empower you to kickstart your AI and automation programs.



CATALYST
Accelerating new or ongoing automation initiatives
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) offers immediate benefits, including cost saving and 
building resiliency. With Catalyst, you can chart a course for sustainable, scalable growth, 
and build trust for automation technology. 

Initial Assessment
Identify current maturity and high-value generation opportunities 

Value Roadmap
Deep dive into functional areas and processes to find concrete use cases

Rapid Prototyping
Build trust and generate buy-in by making value tangible to the organization

Technology Accelerators
Benefit from the experience of our pre-built automation solutions

MONETAIZE
Generate new, direct and indirect revenue opportunities 
Consumer expectations for today’s retail experience are changing. With MONETAIZE, retailers 
can go beyond traditional POS-based insights and use their proprietary loyalty data as both a 
tradable currency and a lever to better optimize merchandising and promotional decisions. 

Product Strategy
Define a differentiated loyalty insights product strategy

Data Assessment
Assess data availability and quality to evaluate feasibility of this new product

Realization Roadmap
Develop a target operating model, roadmap and business case

AI/ML Proof of Concept
Build a POC using AI/ML-enabled features



“A top 10 global c-store retailer was interested in monetizing 
its loyalty data assets. We delivered an insights platform for 

the c-store’s CPG vendors to enable a variety of customer led 
merchandising and promotional decisions. The new business is 

projected to generate revenues >$20 million at scale.”

– SETH SIEGEL

Partner AI & Automation Practice, Infosys Consulting

“A leading UK supermarket chain sought guidance on 
monetizing its loyalty data for its CPG partners.  We developed 
a new customer experience analytics platform for strategic and 

operational insights. They now have the ability to influence 
3-5% of their annual revenue through improved merchandising 

and promotional decisions.”

– DAVID SEMACH

Partner AI & Automation Practice, Infosys Consulting

“As part of their digitalization initiatives, 
Siemens Healthineers wanted to build an 
RPA Centre of Excellence (CoE). Infosys 

established an automation environment for 
Siemens that gives them the power to con-

sistently deliver RPA solutions in a short time 
frame. Through our automation solutions we 
were able to increase process productivity 

by up to 60%.”
– DAVID SEMACH

Partner AI & Automation Practice, Infosys Consulting

OUR CLIENTS ARE SEEING THE BENEFITS

Leading U.S.-based 
Convenience Store

Leading U.K.-based 
Grocery Retailer



Stay Ahead of the Competition. 

REALIZE THE TRUE 
VALUE OF AI
Infosys Consulting is pioneering value-creating AI and 
Automation offerings. If you’d like to learn more about our 
work with a number of leading brands, and how they realized 
significant value with disruptive technologies, our experts 
would be happy to share some industry specific case studies 
with you and help you consider an accelerated path forward.

CONSULTING@INFOSYS.COM
INFOSYSCONSULTINGINSIGHTS.COM 
COMPANY/INFOSYSCONSULTING
@INFOSYSCONSLTNG

Partner & America’s Head, AI&A Practice
Seth.Siegel@Infosys.com

Partner & EMEA Head, AI&A Practice
David_Semach@InfosysConsulting.com

SETH SIEGEL

DAVID SEMACH  
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